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It's 1956. Korea is finally quiet. Elvis is king. Texas Instruments has started producing the first
silicon transistors to challenge the prevailing germanium products. Shockley Labs has set up shop in
what will become known as Silicon Valley, and a team of Army scientists has patented a way of
creating electronic circuitry by etching the patterns printed on a copper-clad board. It's the
beginning of a new era in electronics and of a new industry publication.
Rogers Publishing released the first issue of Electrical Design News in May that year. Despite the
presence of "news" in the title, it is not a newspaper. It is an informative and educational
compendium of new product information, technology analysis, and design instruction. EDN is born.

EDN's first issue
The timing was perfect. The industry was poised for decades of explosive growth and sweeping
technology changes. Transistors were already beginning to supplant tubes when, within a few years
of EDN's debut, the integrated circuit was created.

The first IC (Source: Texas Instruments)
By 1960 printed circuits had attained four layers. Commercial integrated logic circuits in DTL and
TTL began to appear. New devices such as dynamic RAM emerged from the laboratory, and even the
analog circuits began to show up in integrated form. The first monolithic operational amplifier came
out of Fairchild in 1963. Cahners publishing acquired EDN, and continued not only to keep
engineers up do date on developments in the industry, but was also offering design tips so engineers
could start to apply these new technologies.

Early EDN design tips
During the '60s, the seeds of a new industry began to take root, supplanting the prevailing
approaches. Semiconductor memory started to replace magnetic cores in computer systems.
Program storage switched from paper tape to the PROM. And the new MOS semiconductor process
got folks wondering if it would ever be good for anything. Integrated logic devices containing dozens
of gates became widely available, and Gordon Moore of Intel predicted the doubling of IC density
every 18 months for the next decade.
EDN's editorial staff filled with experts -- experienced design engineers who could offer insights
based on hands-on experience. The publication offered prescient opinions on all aspects of the
industry, inluding the importance of nascent technologies such as computer-aided design (EDA).
The reign of ICs begins
The reign of ICs begins
By 1970, it was clear that integrated circuits, now containing large-scale logic functions and highperformance analog, were central to electronic design. Vacuum tubes were all but gone. Computers
had become minicomputers, and then engineering workstations. EDN began to provide readers with
comprehensive directories of the parts available, their capabilities, and where to find them. And it
continued to provide industry insights in the form of technical articles, expert opinions, and forwardlooking speculation.

Prescient EDN editorial
Some of those speculations proved prophetic. Not long after the idea of having a computer on a chip
emerged, Intel announced the 4004, a 4-bit computer slice that came to be called a microprocessor.
At $300 apiece for it and its support chips, it was still a bargain compared to creating a
minicomputer from discrete logic, and EDN covered this new technology in depth.

The microprocessor debuts
The publication merged with Electronic Equipment Engineering, and solidified its focus on providing
in-depth design information in preference to news. As the '70s progressed, technologies such as
CMOS and semiconductor memories matured, and EDN helped engineers make these technologies
part of their design toolkit with comprehensive summaries, analysis, and design tips.
All manner of electronics technologies got the same kind of in-depth attention. Electronic displays
from Nixie tubes to LEDs, the ever-increasing performance of operational amplifiers, or test
instrumentation; it didn't matter. If an electronics designer needed to know about it, EDN covered it.

Instruments evolved with the technology
As the industry and its capabilities grew, technologies began to converge to form a new focus for
designers. By the mid '70s, semiconductor memory was cheap and plentiful. And the microprocessor
had dropped in price far enough that it was time to use it for more than building minicomputers.
EDN's Bob Cushman began a design series on using the microprocessor, and EDN followed up with
a comprehensive microprocessor directory that it ran annually for the next quarter century.

Early microprocessor coverage
Throughout the '70s, the pace of innovation and improvement in all aspects of electronics increased.
CMOS came into its own, and from instruments to op amps to memories, everything was getting
cheaper, faster, and more powerful. EPROM and digital oscilloscopes appeared in 1971. The
Ethernet standard emerged in 1973, monolithic DACs in 1974, and switching regulators in 1975.
Programmable logic, DSP, and monolithic ADCs came out in 1978 and 1979.

CMOS begins to shine
Meanwhile, the industry was making yet another turn. In 1974, VPI graduate student Jon Titus (later
an editor in chief for EDN) created a kit that allowed dedicated hobbyists to create their own
minicomputer – the Mark-8. EDN was already covering the software and hardware a designer would
need to do the same themselves. The Apple I appeared in 1976. But these were hobbyist computers,
not yet ready for prime time – although they soon would be.

One of the first personal computers – the Mark 8 – was designed by EDN editor Jon Titus.
(Photo: Bryan K Blackburn)
The PC era begins
The PC era begins
By the 1980s, the era of the personal consumer computer had arrived. IBM released its IBM-PC in
1981 with a design that was effective, yet left plenty of opportunity for improvement. A new industry
emerged to advance PC technology. From innovations in microprocessors, logic chipsets, memory,
and peripherals, the electronics industry began cranking out PC enhancements at a blistering pace.
This new personal computing tool quickly became popular among developers. They figured out how
to make this personal computer perform tasks that formerly required minicomputers and
engineering workstations, and they shared their discoveries in EDN. The PC went from toy to tool to
essential technology within the decade.

The PC becomes an engineering tool
Meanwhile, EDN continued to cover all aspects of design, including the ever-increasing capability of
tools. It also continued offering opinions borne of its editors' hands-on design experience. As early as
1982, as DARPANET was evolving into the Internet, EDN warned of the need for cyber security.

Call for cyber security, 1982
Just in time. In 1983, the TCP/IP protocol had emerged as the core of Internet communications. In
1991, CERN redefined the Internet when it created HTML, HTTP, and the World Wide Web. The PC
and the newly-enhanced Internet joined forces in the '90s to turn the industry on its ear yet again,
changing the way designers work and learn. The beginning of the decade also saw work begin on a
wireless replacement for Ethernet, the IEEE 802.11 standards. By 1997 the protocol was ready, and

Wi-Fi was released to the public.

The Internet changed everything
Wireless telephony also matured during the '90s. In 1991, the second generation (2G) cellular
telephony communications emerged, and by 2001 3G telephony with additional data services
appeared. The immense market for cellphones supported rapid development of such things as signal
processing, RF semiconductors, and miniature display technologies.
The turn of the century saw the electronics industry start to re-orient to the new realities that all this
development had driven. Processor-based designs had become routine enough and costs fallen
sufficiently that open source hardware platforms became practical. The Arduino emerged in 2005
and the Raspberry Pi in 2011. The PC had become so ubiquitous and powerful that the market

started saturating, with once-prominent vendors of chipsets, motherboards, and the like starting to
disappear. The independent (non-PC) engineering workstation vanished, with the last remnants
ceasing production in 2006.

Open source platforms emerge
EDN had to change as well. In the 2000s it embraced the Internet as an additional medium for
serving its audience, and by 2013 had discontinued print altogether. But it has remained true to its
design roots and is still keeping design engineers abreast on the new tools, technologies, and trends
in the industry as it prepares to make yet another shift. Trends such as the Internet of Things and
supporting technologies like low-power wide area networks (LP-WAN) are now part of EDN's
coverage.
EDN has been the electronics engineer's ally for 60 years, providing information, instruction, and
opinion on all things electronic. How the next 60 years of electronics development will unfold is
anyone's guess (and we have made our own predictions in this anniversary section). Whatever
happens, though, EDN plans to be there as well.
See how EDN and electronics have evolved in this video:
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